**Line-Ups**

**Evaluation Activity**

**Objective:**
Evaluate Fun Days.

**Age:**
8 years and older.

**Length:**
Approximately 5 minutes.

**Supplies and Materials:**
1. Camera.
2. 50-foot length of rope

**Activity Directions:**
1. After the last Fun Days event, tell participants they are going share what they thought of the session. Have everyone stand up. Draw an imaginary line about 50 feet long or use a rope. If you have two helpers, they can hold the rope a few feet off the ground.

2. Ask participants to line up along the rope to indicate their response. This is a continuum so they can bunch around an area. They do not have to be side-by-side. Here are suggested statements:
   - The Fun Day was the **most fun I’ve ever had** (one side of the rope) to **it was okay** (center of rope) to **not fun at all** (other side of the rope).
   - During the Fun Day I learned a **ton of fun activities** (one side) to **some fun things** (center) to **nothing at all** (other side).
   - I will tell my family and/or friends about what I did and learned at Fun Days. Respond **definitely** (one side) to **maybe** (center) to **not at all** (other side).

3. Take a picture at the end of each statement to have a visual record of the responses. Note which side (left or right) indicated the positive or negative response. As an alternative to the camera, have a helper record the participants’ placement along the line.